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This work analyzes and characterizes the spread of the COVID-19 disease in Mexico, using complex networks and optimization approaches. Specifically, we present two methodologies based on the principle of the rupture for the GC and Newton’s law of motion to quantify the robustness and identify the Mexican municipalities whose population causes a fast spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Specifically, the first methodology is based on several characteristics of the original version of the Vertex Separator Problem (VSP), and the second is based on a new mathematical model (NLM). By solving VSP, we can find nodes that cause the rupture of the giant component (GC). On the other hand, solving the NLM can find more influential nodes for the entire system’s development. Specifically, we present an analysis using a coupled social network model with information about the main characteristicsof the contagion and deaths caused by COVID-19 in Mexico for 19 months (January 2020–July 2021). This work aims to show through the approach of complex networks how the spread of the disease behaves, and, thus, researchers from other areas can delve into the characteristics that cause this behavior.

1. Introduction

1.1. Complex Networks, Essential Nodes, and Robustness.
In recent years, the study of complex networks and their applications has been an essential topic for research [1–3] because most of the activities can be modeled as networks, for example, the spread of diseases or information, social relationships, transport systems, and electrical or communications networks [4–6].

Then, we can define a complex network as a network with special characteristics that do not occur in simple networks, such as degree distributions, high local cohesion, community formation, and emergent and dynamic properties [4].

The identification and quantification of influential nodes in complex networks are an important activity in several application fields, such as the spread and control of diseases [7], the identification of the most influential members of a criminal group [8], or predicting future commercial relationships [9–12].

In contrast, robustness in complex networks measures the capacity of systems versus specific external or internal events to preserve a relatively normal behavior. Then, we can summarize the robustness of the network as its ability to keep most of the nodes connected after a disturbance (internal or external) [4].

1.2. Coupled Networks. A coupled network is a class of complex networks introduced to better model complex real-world systems. The main characteristic of coupled networks is that two or more independent networks form them.

For example, in Figure 1, we have two interdependent networks (layers). Then, a coupled network is a network...
where the nodes of Layer B form a subset of the nodes of Layer 1 (or vice versa), and nodes in common to both networks are coupled. In short, a coupled network comprises all the nodes and all the links that are in each independent layer.

1.3. Approach. In this work, we present two methodologies: the first is to quantify robustness in networks based on the Vertex Separator Problem and the second is based on the information about the shortest paths between each pair of nodes and the degree of each node in the network, where we obtain a quantification of the influence of each node by solving a mathematical programming model based on Newton’s law of motion.

Then, we present a set of coupled networks modeled with information on the main information on the spread and deaths caused by COVID-19 in Mexico. In this case, as a case study, it is essential to mention that we have 17 networks for data related to deaths, 18 for data related to infections, and 19 for suspected cases because the information collected is from February 2020 to July 2021.

On the other hand, all the information about COVID-19 used to model the three types of networks was collected from “https://coronavirus.gob.mx/,” where the main information studied is the numbers of infections and deaths by state. In this work, we focus on analyzing the information for the 16 municipalities of Mexico City and the 125 municipalities of the State of Mexico.

The idea of working with coupled networks is based on the advantage of analyzing the most important nodes to maintain the connection of the network (robustness) and the identification of the most influential nodes (for the flow of the disease) from the information divided into different periods without leaving aside their conjunction.

Thus, as a result, we can obtain an identification and a quantification based on an analysis that reduces the loss of the dynamic visualization of the complex system.

2. Related Work

Although we defined robustness in complex networks, there is no consensus on the formal definition. However, some works denoted in the specific literature present some properties and characteristics to quantify [13–16].

For example, in [17–19], the authors present some metrics and measurements to quantify the robustness in monolayer networks based on the identification of the most fragile nodes of the network, with respect to the number of direct connections, and the estimation of the importance of these nodes when a disturbance occurs (external attack or internal failure).

In Ren et al.’s work [20], the authors describe that the algorithm for randomly eliminating nodes is ineffective under certain conditions, because removing certain nodes can take a long time to process. Therefore, they propose a link removal strategy called Hierarchical Power Iterative Normalized Cut (HPI-Ncut), in which, instead of focusing on the elimination of nodes, a fraction of connections is eliminated to quantify the impact of nodes that have many or few direct connections and to be able to verify their importance to maintain the robustness of the system.

Morone and Makse [21] present a methodology based on the construction and analysis of the optimal percolation problem in random networks, intending to identify the minimum set of nodes that can cause the failure of the system: there is no communication between most of the system elements.

Based on the previous idea, Montes-Orozco et al. [22] present a methodology based on the percolation process and asortality, where certain nodes are eliminated (which have certain special characteristics) to generate disconnection from the network, with which robustness can be quantified. It is known that the elements that belong to a complex system play different roles; therefore, identifying the elements (nodes) that are more influential is very important in real-world issues, since these nodes determine the entire system’s behavior.

Identifying the most influential nodes in complex systems has led to the development of different methodologies based on the calculation of the structural information of the network or analogies of statistical physics or mathematical models.

For the methodologies based on structural information, the most representative works are the following:

(i) Zhong-Ming et al. [23] propose some nodes classification algorithms to identify structural holes. A structural hole is a phenomenon that occurs when a node connected to multiple local bridges (multiple communities) is removed and space is produced.

(ii) Zhao et al. [24] present an index to calculate the influence of a node based on the number of communities to which it belongs.

(iii) Wang et al. [25] present a modified efficiency centrality that considers the influence of the average degree of all nodes and the average distance of the network.

(iv) Li et al. [26] present an improved LeaderRank algorithm, allowing accessible nodes to obtain more values from the base node in random paths.

Regarding the analysis of the disease known as COVID-19, some works are related to the analysis of complex networks. For example, Montes-Orozco et al. [27] present a
methodology to identify COVID-19 spreader countries using the inverse percolation approach adapted to work in 5-layer multiplex networks. The authors show that the relationship between the sociocultural and economic characteristics caused by COVID-19 greatly impacts the numbers of infections and deaths caused by the rapid spread in countries that do not have good hospital care or social protocols.

Finally, Al-Shargabi and Selmi [28] explore the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic on the tweeting behavior of Saudi users. In particular, the authors show that their research adopts a social media analysis (SMA) for COVID-19 Arab tweets and is based on the analysis of social structures, such as Twitter users and the relationships between them, using networks and graphs theory without the content of the tweets themselves.

3. Materials and Methods

In this section, we present the methodology we use to model each of the networks used to construct the coupled networks and the modification of the Vertex Separator Problem and the mathematical model based on Newton’s Law of Motion to identify and quantify the influencing nodes and diffusers of COVID-19.

3.1. Model of Networks about COVID-19 in Mexico. As we mentioned above, we present a case study analyzing the spread of COVID-19 for 2,457 municipalities in Mexico. For these networks, each layer (network) of the coupled network represents a different month, where a node represents each municipality, and the links between the nodes are created using the Euclidean distance between the characteristics to be analyzed (for more information about the process of modeling of networks, see [22, 27, 29, 30]), where mainly we have the following:

1. Medical infrastructure.
2. Hospital capacity.
4. Geographic location.
5. Distribution of employment, among others.

Then, to better understand the results shown in the following sections, we present the identifiers used for each COVID-19 analysis network in Mexico, where they are in three different branches: number of deaths, number of confirmed infections, and number of suspected cases.

Thus, each network represents a month in February 2020 to July 2021 (in the case of suspected cases, it includes January 2020).

For the death networks, we used the following ID: deaths.2020.X, where X is the number of the month. For example, deaths.2020.8 represents the network of deaths for August 2020 and deaths.2021.2 represents the network for February 2021.

We used the following ID: cont.2021.X, where X is the number of months. For example, cont.2021.2 represents the network of contagion for February 2021.

We used the following ID: sus.2021.X, where X is the number of the month. For example, sus.2020.12 represents the network of suspected cases for December 2021.

Finally, the coupled networks are formed by a set of single-layer networks. Then, the indexes are deaths.2020.2-2021.7, cont.2020.2-2021.7, and sus.2019.12-2021.7, which indicates the period to analyze February 2020–July 2021 for deaths and contagion and December 2019–July 2021 for suspect cases.

In Tables 1–3, we present the numbers of nodes and links for each layer which compose the coupled networks to analyze the network size.

Based on the information shown in Table 1, we can see that the number of links for each single-layer network is about 1 and 5 million, where the networks with fewer links are deaths.2021.1 and deaths.2021.2, and the network with the most links is deaths.2020.3. Therefore, it is essential to analyze the relationships between the nodes to obtain information about the deaths caused by COVID-19.

Based on the information shown in Table 2, we can see that the number of links for each single-layer network is about 1 and 6 million, where the network with fewer links is cont.2021.1, and the network with the most links is cont.2020.3. Therefore, as in the previous case, it is essential to analyze the relationships between the elements that compose this network to obtain the characteristics of the contagion dynamics of COVID-19.

For this case, based on the information shown in Table 3, we can see that the number of links for each single-layer network is about 1.5 and 3.7 million, where the network with fewer links is sus.2020.7, and the network with the most links is sus.2020.3.

Therefore, as in the previous cases, it is essential to analyze the relationships between the elements that compose this network to obtain the characteristics of the contagion dynamics and specifically for the suspects’ cases of COVID-19 in Mexico.

As mentioned above, we develop three coupled networks formed by the deaths, contagion, and suspect cases networks. Therefore, in Table 4, we present the numbers of nodes and edges that belong to each coupled network.

As in the previous case for the single-layer networks, we can see that the number of links is very high; for this case, it is about 6 million for each coupled network.

Next, we present the main numerical characteristics for each coupled network to analyze (Table 5).

Based on the information presented in Table 5, we can see that the three coupled networks follow the small-world model due to having a high clustering coefficient and small values for the diameter and the average route length. The above is justified because the problem that we are analyzing is a social system, and, therefore, we are working with a social network.

It is essential to mention that we do not calculate more characteristics due to the size of the networks (around 2,500 nodes and 5 million edges (links)).
3.2. Robustness through the Adaptation of Vertex Separator Problem (Modified-VSP). As we mentioned above, robustness is the ability to keep the most connected nodes (giant component or GC); therefore, we can quantify the robustness of the network by finding the set of nodes that cause the rupture of the GC.

Formally, the objective of the VSP [31] is to find the minimum set of nodes $C$ that, when they are disconnected from the rest of the nodes, divided the GC into at least two isolated components ($A$ and $B$), and, formally, the VSP can be modeled as follows:

(i) **Instance:** A network $G(V, E)$, with $|V| = n$ and a cost $c_i$ associated with node $i$ in $V$.

(ii) **Problem:** Find a partition of $V$ denoted as $(C)$, where its elimination causes the formation of the disjoint nonempty sets $A$ and $B$, such that

- $E$ does not contain edges $(i, j)$, with $i$ in $A$ and $j$ in $B$.
- $\max \{|A|, |B|\}$.
- $P(C; j$ in $C)$ is minimized subject to 1 and 2.

Based on the above, we can see that, solving VSP on a network, set $C$ that causes the rupture of GC helps quantify the network robustness.

In our case, to obtain homogeneous groups or communities, the modification that we carry out consists of maximizing the sum of weight for the elementsthat belong to subset $C$ (separator set), while the cardinality of set $C$ is minimized, where it is considered that the weight is the average contagion rate for each of the municipalities to work. Therefore, the sum of the edges that the separating set contains must also be maximized.

Thus, with the adaptation of the VSP to work with coupled networks and considering asortality, we obtain the set of nodes that cause the rupture of GC and that are also chosen homogeneously.

At this point, it is important to mention that we can quantify the robustness of the networks by analyzing the number or percentage of nodes found in the separator set $C$ of the GC.

For example, if we use $C$, a high percentage (more than 70%) of nodes indicates that the network is robust, since to cause the rupture of GC, it is necessary to eliminate most of the nodes, while a low percentage (less than 30%) indicates that the network is not very robust, since to cause the rupture of GC, a small number of nodes are needed.
3.3. Simulated Annealing to Solve Modified VSP. The VSP is considered a problem belonging to the NP-Hard class [18, 32]. Therefore, by adding the conditions that cause the communities formed in the components to be homogeneous, the modified version presented in this work is NP-Hard [33]. Therefore, given the nature of our problem, we can solve it using heuristic techniques.

Specifically, for this work, we used a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm [34] developed in C language (for more information, see [30]).

It is important to mention that SA requires 4 control parameters and, to obtain a good performance, it is crucial to find adequate parameter settings for the technique. Then, using the Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm [35] as the calibrator for the main parameters, we obtain the following values (for more information, see [27]):

(1) Initial temperature \( T_i = 1500 \).
(2) Final temperature \( T_f = 0.001 \).
(3) Cooling program \( T_i T_f \gamma \), with \( \gamma = 0.95 \).
(4) Times that a new neighbor is generated \( L_k = 20 \).

3.4. Identification of Spreader Nodes through Newton’s Law of Motion. Because traditional centrality measures focus only on certain aspects (e.g., Degree Centrality focuses only on local information from nodes and ignores global information), we present a methodology to find and quantify the influential nodes in several models and sizes of complex networks.

In this work, each node represents a particle, and we calculate the influence (force) of each node by solving a mathematical programming model that is based on the minimization of the kinetic energy of the system \( (E_k) \), which is defined as the work needed to accelerate a body of a given mass from rest to its stated speed.

We must keep in mind that the forces acting on a particle modify its kinetic energy \( E_k = \frac{1}{2}mv^2 \) and since the aim of our model is the equilibrium state of the system, we have as objective the minimization of the difference between the final Kinect energy \( (fn) \) and initial kinetic energy \( (in) \) of the system in times \( T \) and \( T + 1 \), which is equivalent to the scalar sum of the individual kinetic energies:

\[
\min z = \frac{1}{2} M_{cm} + \left( V_{cm,in}^2 + V_{cm,fn}^2 \right) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i (v_i^2 + v_i'^2),
\]

where \( M_{cm} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i \) and \( V_{cm} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} v_i \) are the mass and the speed of the center of mass, respectively, \( N \) is the total of particles in a system, and \( v_i \) is the speed for each particle.

For this, the linear momentum,

\[
P_{cm} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i v_i,
\]

of the center of mass must be equal to the sum of the entire center of mass movements.

Therefore, we must consider the constraints.

\[
M_{cm} V_{cm,fn} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i v_i, \quad M_{cm} V_{cm,in} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i v_i'.
\]

Since the speed is decomposed as the sum of the speed of the center of mass \( (V_{cm}) \) and the relative initial and final speeds of each particle to the center of mass \( v_i \) and \( v_i' \), respectively, we present

\[
v_i V_{cm,fn} + v_i = V_{cm,fn} + v_i', \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, N \text{ and } v_i V_{cm,in} + v_i' = V_{cm,in} + v_i', \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, N.
\]

This assures that the equilibrium of the system is maintained.

In the center of mass, each particle \( i \) receives forces from other particles. Then, the total force associated with particle \( i \) is described as

\[
F_i = \sum_{k=1}^{N} f_{kj}, \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, N,
\]

where \( f_{kj} \) is the force from particle \( k \) to particle \( i \).

Next, to guarantee the dynamic balance of the system (Third Newton’s Law), we present

\[
m_i a_i = \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N} f_{kj} \right) = 0, \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, N.
\]

Inspired by the law of universal gravitation, we know that

\[
f_{kj} = G \frac{m_i m_j}{r_{min(k,j)}^2},
\]

where \( r_{min(k,j)}^2 \) is the length of the path between nodes \( i \) and \( j \) and \( G \) is the universal gravitational constant; therefore, to assure that the force exerted and received on any particle is balanced with the gravitational force of the system, we present the inequality

\[
f_{ki} = G \left( \frac{m_i m_j}{r_{min(k,i)}^2} \right) \leq 0, \forall \text{ pair } i, j.
\]

Finally, to avoid infeasible solutions, each variable must be nonnegative \( (v_i > 0 \text{ and } v_i' > 0, \forall i = 1, \ldots, N) \).
Then, the mathematical model based on Newton’s Law of Motion (NLM) is denoted as
\[
\min z = \frac{1}{2}M_cm + (V_{cm,fn}^2 V_{cm,in}^2) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i (v_{i,fn}^2 + v_{i,in}^2). \tag{9}
\]
It is subject to
\[
M_cm V_{cm,fn} - \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i v_{i,fn} = 0. \tag{10}
\]
\[
M_cm V_{cm,in} - \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_i v_{i,in} = 0. \tag{11}
\]
\[
v_{i,fn} = V_{cm,fn} + v_{i,fn}' \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{12}
\]
\[
v_{i,in} = V_{cm,in} + v_{i,in}' \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{13}
\]
\[
m_i a_i - \left( \sum_{k=1, k \neq i}^{N} f_{k,i} \right) = 0, \forall i = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{14}
\]
\[
f_{k,i} - G \left( \frac{m_k m_i}{r_{\text{min}(k,i)}^2} \right) \leq 0, \forall \text{ pair } k, i. \tag{15}
\]
\[
v_{i,fn} > 0 \text{ and } v_{i,in} > 0, \forall i = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{16}
\]
Equation (1) denotes that the difference in the kinetic energy of the particles must be minimal. Equations (10) and (11) restrict that the center of mass dynamics be equal to the sum of the entire center of mass movements. Equations (12) and (13) ensure that the particle’s speed is like the amount of its relative speed and the rate of the center of mass. Equation (14) ensures that the system’s dynamic balance is maintained. Equation (15) ensures that the force exerted and received on any particle is balanced with the gravitational force of the system. Finally, (16) ensures that the limits for each variable are respected.

3.5. Differential Evolution to Solve the NLM. To solve the mathematical model presented in equations (1) to (8), for small networks (less than 200 nodes), we use a Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm, which is summarized as follows.

Differential Evolution (DE) is an optimization method belonging to the evolutionary computation category. Like other algorithms in this category, DE maintains a population of candidate solutions, which are recombined and mutated to produce new individuals who will be chosen according to the value of their fitness function.

This algorithm receives as input the values of the connections between any pair of nodes as a vector. The length of each of these vectors is equal to the number of parameters and a space reserved for the fitness value, where the population is composed of NP (number of parents) vectors and each vector is defined as \( x_p^g, \forall p = 1, 2, \ldots, \text{NP} \) and \( g \) is the corresponding generation.

The DE algorithm consists of 4 steps, which are given as follows:

1. **Initialization.** The population is initialized (first generation) randomly, considering the minimum and maximum values of each variable:
   \[
x_p^1 = x_{p,min} + \text{rand}(0,1) \cdot \left( x_{p,max} - x_{p,min} \right), \tag{17}
   \]
   for \( p = 1, \ldots, \text{NP}, \ m = 1, \ldots, n, \) and \( \text{rand}(0,1) \) a random number in the range [0, 1].

2. **Mutation.** The mutation consists of the construction of NP noisy random vectors created from three randomly chosen individuals, called target vectors, \( x_a, x_b, x_c \). The noisy random vectors \( n_p^g \) are obtained as follows:
   \[
n_p^g = x_c + F \cdot (x_a - x_b), \tag{18}
   \]
   We have \( p, a, b, \) and \( c \) different from each other, and \( p = 1, \ldots, \text{NP} \) and \( F \) is a parameter that controls the mutation rate, which is in the range of [0, 2].

3. **Recombination.** Once the NP noisy random vectors have been obtained, the recombination is carried out randomly, comparing them with the original vectors \( x_p^g \), obtaining the test vectors (trial vectors, \( t_p^g \)) as follows:
   \[
t_p^g = \begin{cases} n_p^g & \text{if rand}(0,1) < Cr \\ x_p^g & \text{in other case} \end{cases} \tag{19}
   \]
   for \( p = 1, \ldots, \text{NP} \) and \( m = 1, \ldots, n \).

4. **Selection.** The selection is made by simply comparing the test vectors with the original ones so that the next-generation vector will be the one with the best value of the fitness function:
   \[
x_p^{g+1} = \begin{cases} t_p^g & \text{if fitness}(t_p^g) > \text{fitness}(x_p^g) \\ x_p^g & \text{in another case} \end{cases} \tag{20}
   \]
   The initialization is carried out in the first generation of the algorithm and the processes of mutation, recombination, and selection are carried out for each generation until the maximum number of generations is reached.

Specifically, in this work, we use a mutation factor \( F \) of 0.55, cross factor (Cr) of 0.83, 200 generations, and 25 individuals in this work.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the numerical results obtained to quantify robustness and identify influential nodes for the networks belonging to our case study.

4.1. Deaths, Contagion, and Suspect Cases (Coupled Networks). As we can see in the previous sections, the methodologies proposed in this work can cause the rupture
of the giant connected component for several types of models of complex networks and identify the main influence of four of our case study spreaders nodes.

Therefore, in this section, we present the application of both methodologies to our database of COVID-19 in Mexico.

### 4.1.1. Quantification of Robustness

To quantify the robustness for the COVID-19 networks, we applied our methodology based on VSP. Moreover, due to the dimension of the dataset, we show the information in the following:

(i) Deaths: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15sn1YBdsKzHnJdk9oZrMv3nZnaoK3uya/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114121654599377658063&rtpol=true&asid=true

(ii) Contagion: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_nK-FPouxUP7eoFNPxKCH2f02AXfDDG/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114121654599377658063&rtpol=true&asid=true

(iii) Suspected cases: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_0y1oYEBcGQfhhFIiWMtpUMwk4yolLA/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114121654599377658063&rtpol=true&asid=true

Based on the information shown in previous web links, it is important to mention that the connected components generated by the elimination of the separator set have a high cardinality regarding the separator set; therefore, we can affirm that the COVID-19 networks are robust, but the methodology based on the modification of VSP causes that the identification of the nodes that are more influential for the connectivity be more effectively.

In principle, we can cause the rupture of the network with the elimination of the following:

(i) 30% of nodes for the coupled network of deaths.

(ii) 29% of the nodes for the coupled contagion network.

(iii) 28.5% of the nodes for the coupled network of suspect cases.

Then, our methodology causes the rupture of the network. Therefore, even though it has a high clustering coefficient and a short average rupture diameter and length, it is very effective in quantifying the robustness of complex networks.

Therefore, based on our previous work [29], we can affirm that the modification based on maximizing the sum of weight for the elements that belong to subset \( C \) (separator set) while the cardinality of set \( C \) is minimized works better than the previously developed methodology.

If we think about the characteristics of health, in principle, we could think that the municipalities that cause the rupture of the giant component are those municipalities where there are many deaths.

However, if we analyze the elements that belong to the separating set one by one, we can see that those municipalities present different characteristics. They either have characteristics that make them relate to those municipalities that present few cases, or they have characteristics that make them relate to those municipalities that present many cases. Therefore, some characteristics of the elements found in the separator set for the coupled networks on infections, deaths, and suspected cases are given below (all the information shown below can be verified at https://gaia.inegi.org.mx/covid19/):

(i) Some municipalities do not have enough hospitals to treat COVID-19.

(ii) Some municipalities do not carry out enough COVID-19 detection tests.

(iii) Some municipalities have many infections.

(iv) Some municipalities have enough hospitals to treat COVID-19. Therefore, they present many deaths because they serve people from other states/municipalities.

(v) Some municipalities conduct many COVID-19 screening tests. Therefore, some people with positive results (coming from other places) decide to stay in the hospitals of that municipality.

Now, to see the results graphically, we present Figures 2–4.

In Figure 2, we can see the entire network for deaths, contagion, and suspect cases. In all three cases, we can see that the networks have a high density, because they have many connections. In addition, we can note that some nodes are on the border; that is, they do not have many connections. Therefore, we could say that they do not have characteristics that make them influential or that are helpful to quantify the robustness of each of the networks.

For example, for the network of deaths (Figure 2(a)), we can see that there are municipalities with little hospital infrastructure (which we can also see at https://gaia.inegi.org.mx/covid19/). Therefore, we can suppose that most of the people infected with COVID-19 are treated in another municipality.

For the case of the contagion network (Figure 3(b)), we observe that there are few nodes with few connections and others with many connections. Therefore, it is important to study those important municipalities for the spread of the virus and the connection of the network by the rupture of the network.

Finally, for the case of suspected cases (Figure 3(c)), we can see that they have similar behavior as the death’s cases. This is because, in most of the municipalities or states where there is not a good hospital infrastructure, tests are not carried out to detect the virus.

As we mentioned before, our methodology manages to cause rupture of the giant component (GC) of the network that is made up of the entire network in our three cases.
It is important to mention that the modification of the VSP-based methodology achieves at least three disjoint sets, which present homogeneous characteristics. That is, there are three types of nodes that are of great influence on the network, based on the analyzed characteristics.

On the other hand, given the nature of the public information available to analyze COVID-19 in Mexico, we cannot give accurate results. However, the objective of the manuscript is to show how we can obtain analyses, estimates, and possible results that can help the treatment of the pandemic in Mexico and the world through the complex network approach and the treatment of its dynamic and structural characteristics based on optimization problems.

Now, if we analyze each of the graphs obtained for the division of the networks, we can observe the following.

For the network of deaths (Figure 3(a)), we observe that the nodes that are in the separator set (a component of greater size in the figure) present characteristics of the elements of the other two components. However, we can see that the characteristics are very different for components A and B.

On the one hand, we have the municipalities with many COVID-19 registries, hospital infrastructure, and services to treat the disease (most of the metropolitan area of the Valley of Mexico), while, in the other component, there are some municipalities that do not have many registered cases (such as those mentioned in the description of Figure 3(a)).

Moreover, for both cases (contagion and suspect cases), we can observe that the data show the same behavior as for part (a). This can be justified due to the modification of our technique (which seeks to obtain homogeneous communities with the separation of the giant component (GC)). Then, to analyze the data distribution, we present the maps of the distribution of the contagion, deaths, and suspect cases studied.

In Figure 4, we can see the maps of Mexico for deaths, contagion, and suspect cases, where while the red color is more marked, it means that there is a greater number of cases (as the case may be deaths, infections, and suspected cases).
Figure 4: Continued.
In Figure 4, we can see that, as mentioned above, most of the data for all three types of analysis follow a trend. In other words, there are more data registered in the main entities or municipalities of the country, whether they have a good hospital infrastructure.

Therefore, based on the numerical results obtained and Figures 2–4, we can see that, in addition to the hospital conditions and capacities to care for people sick with COVID-19, the fact that there is high contact of people in the areas of residence and work are of great influence. Therefore, not only should emphasis be placed on those places with great hospital development, but also measures that help to avoid large crowds and interaction relationships between people should be taken.

4.1.2. Identification of Spreaders. This subsection shows the numerical results in the coupled networks by solving NLM.

As in the previous case (robustness) to identify the most influential or spreading nodes of COVID-19 in Mexico, we applied our methodology based on NLM and, due to the dimension of the dataset, we show the information in the following:

(i) Deaths: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15snIYBdsKzHnJdk9lozrMv3nZnauK3ya/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114121654599377658063&rtpof=true&sd=true

(ii) Contagion: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_IK-FPouxUP7eoFNPxKCH2fO2AXfDDG/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114121654599377658063&rtpof=true&sd=true

(iii) Suspected cases: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ThvN1YEbcGQfhhFIHWMTpUMwk4yoILBA/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114121654599377658063&rtpof=true&sd=true

Based on the information shown in previous web links, it is important to mention that the main influencing or diffusing nodes are mostly in the set of nodes that cause the rupture of the network (because the entire network is the GC). They are a subset of the items found by the modified VSP. Therefore, if we analyze the elements with the greatest influence or diffusion one by one, we can get the following.

Based on the information about the numbers of contagions, suspect cases, and deaths, we can see that some municipalities belonging to Mexico City or State of Mexico are considered the municipalities with the most diseases and deaths and are not in the set of the most spreaders.

On the other hand, some municipalities that are in the spreaders set belong to the next states as Aguascalientes, Veracruz, Tamaulipas, Nuevo León, Puebla, Sonora, San Luis Potosí, Tabasco, Guerrero, Quintana Roo, and Hidalgo. Therefore, with high probability, most of the population (who have contact with many people from different parts of the country) get infected with COVID-19.

However, as we mentioned above, given the nature of the data available to analyze COVID-19, we cannot affirm what phenomena lead to this behavior. Therefore, this work can be of great help so that, in other investigations, they can deepen and analyze the characteristics that cause these municipalities and states to be the most diffusers of the disease.

Finally, regarding the analysis of the complex network, we can verify that our methodologies are easily applicable to different models of complex networks that are related to different systems in the real world and that this work can be
the starting point to analyze several phenomena about the spread of COVID-19 as a complex system.

5. Limitations of the Study and Discussion

The analysis presented in this work is based on the identification of the influential nodes in complex networks by the rupture of the GC, the asortality of the nodes, and the quantification of their influence through Newton’s Laws of Motion. The idea of using the two ways to analyze the information is that the VSP can find the very connected nodes, and their links can cause a fast spread of the disease.

On the other hand, we can obtain an accurate quantification of the influence or spread for each node using NLM. Then, both methodologies can help obtain a better idea about those states or municipalities where the highest number of infections and spread of the disease occur.

The idea of modeling three different types of coupled networks (deaths, contagion, and suspect cases) is to be able to obtain an identification of the most spreaders nodes, based on a multicriteria analysis that reduces the disadvantages of using only one topic; thus, the technique can identify those municipalities that, based on different characteristics, are the most spreaders of the COVID-19.

Therefore, as the techniques presented in this work depend on the data that report each state or municipality, a limitation of the study is that the drastic change or the lack of data for one or more states or municipalities can cause an erroneous result.

In Mexico, the analysis of deaths, suspected cases, and contagion is carried out from the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI) information. It is essential to mention that the information is collected from the printed copies of the death certificate, the official source of death statistics.

However, because the compilation and validation of information on deaths take approximately one year to be published, it is possible that the information used in this work does not consider all possible cases.

Finally, another limitation of the database used in this work is that it shows the analysis results of the death certificates issued by the Civil Registry to estimate excess mortality from all causes in Mexico. In addition, this database does not include information on PCR tests applied in private institutions, and, therefore, it has a significant bias.

However, as there is no database to help us analyze data from all institutions in the country, the database available at https://coronavirus.gob.mx and https://gaia.inegi.org.mx/covid19/ helps to generate a meaningful analysis. Therefore, our work can serve as a basis for future analyses and even analyze various phenomena in different databases.

6. Conclusions

This work presents two methodologies to analyze the contagion and deaths caused by COVID-19 in Mexico in a coupled complex network.

The first is a methodology based on the Vertex Separator Problem (VSP) to quantify robustness in complex networks. For this, since two connected components are formed when applying VSP, we show a social analysis, where the results show that there is excellent communication and interdependence of the elements that share certain types of characteristics.

In addition, it is essential to mention that, with the VSP approach, we can identify which nodes are important and influential for the flow and diffusion of the virus between the people that live in several kinds of municipalities and know which ones have a high rate for the contagion of COVID-19.

Therefore, because the methodology presented in this work is only an indirect process for quantifying the importance or influence of nodes, the second methodology (denoted as NLM) allows identifying and quantifying the most influential nodes in several types of complex networks. NLM is based on the resolution of a mathematical programming method inspired by Newton’s three Laws of Motion and universal gravitation law.

Because this methodology only requires the calculation of the degree of each node and the shortest path between any pair of nodes, its adaptation to different models and network sizes compared to traditional methods based on centrality measures (closeness, degree, between, among others) is easy.

Finally, the analysis of COVID-19 networks shows that other characteristics influence the spread of the virus. However, as we mentioned previously, the open-access databases used in this work do not contemplate characteristics outside of health. Therefore, we can see that this work can be the basis for future research related to other areas of study, which can find and classify the characteristics that cause the spread of the virus.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this work are available at the following links: (1) https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15snlYBdsKzHnJdk9ozmVznZnauK3ya/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1142165459937768063&rtpof=true&sd=true. (2) https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_IK-FPouxUP7eoFNpXKCH2fO2AXPhDGG/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1142165459937768063&rtpof=true&sd=true. (3) https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Usx5aK404EiVUh_kCZxmtjLDCS02O4E/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1004064670828493906&rtpof=true&sd=true.
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